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Overview
Reading objects and photos (psychometry) is a fun and engaging
way to pick up information through the psychic senses. Yes, everybody – including you – has them! Learn how to not only read
objects themselves, but discover ways of picking up details about
the current and original owners too. Psychometry acts great as
an added service to those offering psychic readings as well as a
jumping point for mediums wanting to connect to a particular
loved one in spirit for a sitter to name just a few ways in which
this way of reading energy can be applied.

No prior experience in psychic development or mediumship is
necessary to participate.

Chris DeSerio, MA, CHt is an internationally renowned medium and
energy healer who took his original anxieties and fears of the Spirit
World and how he seemed to feel and know things inexplicably as a
child, and embraced a path of learning that he now shares in the roles
of teacher, tutor, and friend. He’s been interviewed and featured by
numerous publications on topics ranging from manifesting a better life
to animal communication to being and intuitive healer (and how that
comes into play as a psychotherapist and hypnotist). He has made several guest appearances on The Lois Wright Show in East Hampton, NY
in which his unique blend of healing skills were explored. One of Chris’
greatest gifts is in helping people recognize their unique connection to
the Spirit World and how to best benefit from that exchange of what is
love, compassion, awareness, understanding, and tremendous growth
for those open to these life-changing experiences. To aid in this path
of exploration, Chris authored The 2 Keys for You to Succeed in Business and Personal Life Using Your Natural Psychic Gift and is busy at
work finalizing several other texts and guides to further expand your
development. You can read more about Chris at
www.chrisdeserio.com.

